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Image above - North, 
who thinks he pushed 
the “I’m your son” 
argument enough and 
he’ll get to go 
camping. 

	 After a few nights with only little bits of sleep, and lots of thinking, 
Harvey has decided who is going to come on his camping trip happening 
next weekend. The cats going camping will stay three nights, Friday night, 
Saturday night, and Sunday night. Harvey has booked a large campsite, 
which can fit two or three tents, and it has a cooking grill in the middle. 
There is a small patch of open area for kittens to run around in, which is 
nice. 


	 Cats have been waiting anxiously for Harvey to announce who will go 
camping and who won’t. Harvey will be reading the names one at a time, 

CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Harvey has chosen who he will bring camping!
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and right now he is standing on top of his 
therapy office, ready to read. “The first cat who 
will get to come camping is Makenna,” says 
Harvey. Cats expected this pick, and now Judy 
knows that her whole family won’t be the ones 
to come. “The second cat who will get to come 
camping is North,” Harvey announces, not 
stopping to listen to cats’ opinions on this pick, 
“The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth cats who will 
get to come camping are Stripy and her kittens.” 


	 From what we can pick up, cats think 
that this is very surprising. But, it got better. 
“The seventh and eighth cats who get to come 
camping are Rudy and Blackspots,” Harvey 
declared, “and the final cats who will get to 
come camping are… Rudy’s kittens!” When 
Rudy’s kittens were called, many hopeful cats in 
the crowd burst into tears. However, cats like 
Judy and Lunch were angry. But Harvey had 
stepped down from his podium and was letting 
his hired security guards do the work. This 
situation had been anticipated. However, we 
have been wondering how Harvey chose who 
got to come. He has told us that he picked the cats who didn’t plead or stay 
for hours at his door, besides North, who was his son and got a free pass to 
come. This seems like a reasonable strategy, but it doesn’t make cats like 
Judy any happier.


	 Some cats are annoyed that Harvey 
didn’t stick to his “nine cats come camping” 
strategy, and instead let five extra kittens come. 
However, Harvey has countered that the 
campsite is pretty large, and he needs two 
groups of kittens to come. Rudy and 
Blackspots are loading up their car, but Stripy 
has offered to carry their stuff in her pickup 
truck. While the adults get to know each other 
a little bit more, Rudy’s kittens and Stripy’s 

kittens are hitting it off. Lunch’s kittens are sulking with Mavis’s kittens and 
Naya’s kittens, and they have been thinking of retaliation.


	 Subscribe again for anger over Harvey’s decision!

Image above - Lunch’s 
kittens, who wish they 
had gotten to come 
camping. 

“I’m going to stop 
selling sugar 
fries to cats over 
eight.” 

 - LUNCH, WHO’S ANGRY AND 
KNOWS THAT THIS WILL AFFECT 
HARVEY DEEPLY
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